Theoretical Study of the O$_2$ + Al$_4$ (Tetrahedral) System in Its Singlet State and Comparisons with Its Triplet State
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ABSTRACT: There is an unresolved discrepancy between theory and experiment about the observed hindrance in dissociative adsorption of O$_2$ on Al(111). In an attempt to understand the hindrance, we have investigated the interaction of O$_2$ with a tetrahedral Al$_4$ cluster (the apex considered as adatom) in a total singlet state by employing both the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) and the density functional theory (DFT) methods. For an approach of O$_2$ facing an apex of the Al$_4$ pyramid and parallel to its base, both the MRCI and the DFT calculations show that after an early barrier the system goes through a narrow local minimum before it reaches a deep minimum of $\sim 203$ kcal/mol near the pyramid base. The O$_2$ molecule opens continuously, followed by a small decrease in the O−O distance around the deep minimum, forming antibonding orbitals with the pyramid base, whereas the O−O distance starts increasing in further increasing the incident energy. These results differ from previous results obtained for the same system but in a total triplet state, which showed two similar minima (one local narrow and one deep) but where O$_2$ is dissociatively adsorbed to the pyramid base, forming bonding orbitals with it. The reason for this difference is discussed. Total triplet is an excited state where the bound O−O becomes spinless and the spin density is transferred to the pyramid apex. Similar transfers occur on an Al$_{16}$ cluster formed by extending the pyramid base to a (111) arrangement. Our findings are contrasted with known results about the interaction of O$_2$ with Si clusters. The effect of the spin state on the interaction of O$_2$ with the planar Al base suggests that spin should be considered in an analysis of O$_2$ adsorption on aluminum surfaces as well. To our understanding, to increase the sticking probability, free O$_2$ must be, before incidence, prepared in singlet.

INTRODUCTION

This work is a continuation of our effort to understand a discrepancy between computation and experiment regarding the adsorption hindrance during dissociative adsorption of O$_2$ on Al(111), attributed to a small barrier, as indicated by molecular beam results. There have been various attempts to describe this hindrance theoretically because standard electronically adiabatic periodic DFT calculations have found that the dissociation of O$_2$ on Al(111) is not hindered by any barrier; that is, the adsorption should occur spontaneously, in contrast with the experiment. It has been suggested that the low sticking probability for thermal O$_2$ molecules impinging on Al(111) could be explained by assuming diabatic approach of O$_2$ in its gas-phase triplet state without adiabatically switching to a singlet state near the surface. This explanation has been supported by the observation of spin-selection rules in the interaction of O$_2$ with small Al anion clusters (≈10 to 20 atoms) leading to odd/even pattern in the reactivity with O$_2$ as a function of the number $n$ of atoms in the Al clusters. The present calculations, in the presence of an adatom, also support this suggestion.

The importance of interactions of oxygen with metal surfaces for heterogeneous catalysis has been discussed in two recent papers where the reactivity of O$_2$ (3$\Sigma_g^-$) with planar and tetrahedral Al$_4$ clusters was investigated at both the multi-reference configuration interaction (MRCI) and the density functional theory (DFT) levels. The comparisons of DFT with accurate MRCI calculations were motivated by the question about the existence of an activation barrier in the adsorption of O$_2$ on Al crystal, related to the dissociative adsorption hindrance; and the motivation for the choice of a tetrahedral geometry was to approximate the outcome of a possible collision of oxygen with defect sites of Al such as adatoms. A comparison of DFT results with MRCI can be accomplished only in systems of small Al clusters where MRCI calculations
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can be applied, hoping that the conclusions can serve as a clue concerning the role of adatom surface crystal defects. Of course, the calculations are not only helpful for the understanding of the interaction of O₂ with Al defect sites but should also be relevant as far as the adsorption of O₂ on small Al clusters is concerned.

The DFT results in ref 13 showed a lack of any barrier, and it was suspected that this could be an artifact of the improper description of many-body effects in the employed GGA functional. However, cluster calculations within a richer basis-set, using a hybrid DFT functional with a certain fraction of Fock exchange, found a nonvanishing barrier in the O₂ adsorption on top of an Al adatom.¹⁴ These results indicate that apart from the basis functions, exchange-correlation effects are crucial for the determination of the adsorption barrier in the system O₂/Al. A partial list of important theoretical and experimental work on O₂/surface and on the O₂/Al₆ systems is listed in refs 13 and 14.

In ref 14, the interaction of O₂ with a tetrahedral Al₄ cluster in a triplet total spin was explored. The main results from ref 14 were that for an approach of O₂ facing an apex of the pyramid, in a triplet total spin, both the MRCI and the DFT calculations showed that after a small barrier there was a narrow local minimum just above the apex atom at ∼80 kcal/mol. Deeper below the apex atom there was an energy minimum at ∼200 kcal/mol. The latter corresponds to the dissociative adsorption of O₂. The former traps O₂ on top of the apex until O₂ overcomes a barrier of ∼10 kcal/mol toward full dissociative adsorption at ∼120 kcal/mol below the trap. Such a trap still exists when the base of the Al₄ pyramid is expanded from 3 to 15 Al atoms, simulating a larger part of the Al(111) surface. For these calculations, improved basis functions were used, and we found a larger barrier in MRCI calculations than in DFT calculations. Nevertheless, these energy values mean that an Al adatom is not necessarily more active toward O₂ dissociation than Al atoms in a planar geometry. They also mean that the vanishing barrier for the O₂ adsorption on Al(111) found in periodic DFT calculations might still be an artifact of the employed functionals (rather than the basis functions); such periodic DFT calculations were performed electronically adiabatically in a spin-nonpolarized fashion, that is, in a singlet state for both the O₂ and the Al(111) surface, and yielded a purely attractive path for O₂ adsorption.¹⁵ Thus, the problem of the theoretical description of the hindrance remained.

In the present work, we explore the interaction of O₂ with a tetrahedral Al₄ cluster in a singlet rather than triplet total spin. The reasoning for the choice of a tetrahedral cluster is the same as the one advanced in the triplet spin case of the previous paragraphs.¹⁴ As explained in ref 14, approaches under other angles, that is, the largest part of phase space, are intricate and complex, involving pronounced orientation dependence. These would open up possibilities for molecular precursors and abstraction via intermediate molecularly chemisorbed states.¹⁶ A complete study of the potential energy surface (PES) is beyond the scope of this article, much less because in a vertical O₂ approach MRCI presented technical problems, for example, convergence, rendering its success doubtful, and the present DFT potentials might give doubtful results as well. To check the trends, after examining the similarities and the differences between the total singlet (present work) and total triplet¹⁴ cases, we extended the study of the important features to a larger Al₁₆ cluster, simulating a more extended Al(111) surface with an Al adatom on it. The preservation of the features, as reported below, indicates that the triplet spin may be the determining factor in understanding the puzzling hindrance.⁷⁻¹¹

Preliminary Considerations. It is known that the optimal geometry of the cluster is the planar one,¹³ and that the rhombus geometry has the lowest energy.¹⁴ The relative energies of the basic Al₄ structures are shown in figure 1 and table 1 of ref 14. The tetrahedral structure is ∼10 kcal/mol above the ground state of rhombus. We set up the Al₄ cluster in a tetrahedral geometry so that all angles between the sides are 60° and all sides have a length of 2.7 Å. We selected one apex of the pyramid as a reference point, say Al1, and this defined a reference base of the pyramid as the base opposite to Al1. The Al atoms at this base were denoted by Al2, Al3, and Al4. We defined Al1 as the origin of the coordinate system with the z axis vertical to the base and the y axis parallel to the Al3−Al4 side of the base. An oxygen molecule was added along the z axis so that the O−O center of mass lied on this axis and the O−O line was permanently parallel to the y axis. The Al2 atom was on a line parallel to the x axis. The distance of the O−O center of mass from the origin Al1 is denoted by Z, and the O−O separation is denoted by r.

Details of the Calculation. We started both the MRCI and the DFT calculations at Z = 5 Å and r = 1.20 Å and proceeded at smaller and smaller Z values. At each Z only the O−O separation, r, was optimized by running calculations at intervals of Δr = 0.05 Å for CI and at Δr = 0.02 Å for DFT. The overall system was taken to be a singlet so that the interaction might, in principle, be considered between either a singlet Al₄ (excited state) with a singlet O₂ (lowest excited state) or as a quintet Al₄ (ground state, almost degenerate with the lowest excited triplet, not reported in ref 14) with a triplet O₂ (ground state). Therefore, because the Al(111) extended substrate (simulated here by the Al₄ or the Al₁₆ cluster) corresponds to a singlet state, relevant electronic structure details, implicitly suggested in refs 7–11 are expected to show up in total singlet, to be compared with total triplet.

For the MRCI calculations, we employed the MOLPRO package¹⁵ with the cc-pVTZ basis set of Dunning et al.¹⁶ The calculations on the Al₄ + O₂ system were done in C₃ symmetry so that at the SCF level all 68 electrons were distributed in 34 orbitals of the single symmetry of C₃, all of them doubly occupied. We generated a reduced active space (RAS) by distributing the 20 valence electrons in 12 orbitals (20/12) at the MCSCF step. All MRCI calculations were run using these MCSCF/RAS orbitals.

For the DFT calculations, we employed the GAUSSIAN-03 package¹⁷ using the split-valence triple-ζ basis set 6-311+g* with polarization and diffuse functions¹⁸⁻²⁰ and the Becke three-parameter (exchange), Lee, Yang, and Parr (correlation) density functional (B3LYP).²¹⁻²⁴ All 68 electrons are in 34 Kohn–Sham orbitals of C₃ symmetry. However, surprisingly, the 6-311+g* basis set yielded unreasonably positively charged O atoms below the apex; therefore, we recomputed several important points using the correlation-consistent polarized valence quadruple-ζ (cc-pVQZ) basis set,²⁵ which showed reasonable charges (checked also by full-CI cc-pVQZ calculations at the energy minimum). Nevertheless, the two basis sets yielded equivalent energies (cf. Figure 1). Except for the DFT 6-311+g* full curve of Figure 1, which was verified by cc-pVQZ at some important points, all other important results in Table 1 and Figure 2 have been recalculated using the cc-
Figure 1. PES cut (black) and O–O distance, r, (red) as functions of the Al1–O2 distance, Z, calculated (a) by the MOLPRO/CI method and (b) by the DFT method for a total singlet state. In panel b, the solid line has been computed by using the 6-311+g* basis, and the dot points have been computed by using the cc-pVQZ basis. Both basis sets give the same energies, but 6-311+g* gives unreasonable Mulliken charges (positive) on O atoms, whereas cc-pVQZ gives reasonable charges. The main difference from ref 14 (triplet) is that in approaching the pyramid base for Z < −1 Å the O–O distance in singlet increases, whereas in triplet14 it decreased.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculated PESs cut for MRCI and DFT are shown in Figure 1a,b, respectively along with the O–O distance, r, as a function of Z. Both methods give similar results: For MRCI, there is an activation barrier of ~8 kcal/mol at Z ≈ 2.4 Å and r ≈ 1.35 Å, a narrow local minimum at Z ≈ 1.5 Å and r ≈ 1.65 Å, and a deep minimum of ~203 kcal/mol at Z ≈ −0.7 Å and r ≈ 3.1 Å. For DFT, the activation barrier is 30 kcal/mol at Z ≈ 2.8 Å and r ≈ 1.55 Å, the narrow local minimum is at Z ≈ 1.60 Å and r ≈ 1.56 Å, and the deep minimum is ~205 kcal/mol at Z ≈ −0.7 Å and r ≈ 3.16 Å. In both methods, we observe that the O–O bond opens from 1.2 to 3.3 Å as the oxygen approaches the apex of the pyramid (Z = 0) and then diminishes slightly to 3.2 Å near the minimum (Z ≈ −0.7 Å). For Z < −0.7 Å, corresponding to larger incident energies, the energy increases again and r decreases a little more to 3.1 Å. Up to this point, the behavior of the singlet is very similar to that of the triplet, as seen from the corresponding figure of ref 14 but at lower Z, achieved at higher incident energies, there appears a difference: In triplet (ref 14) r decreases to 2 Å,14 forming bonding Al–O orbitals, as presented below. Contrary to the triplet, here in the singlet, r increases to ~5 Å at Z ≈ −1.4 Å, where the calculation stopped, forming antibonding Al–O orbitals with the pyramid base.

In investigating the reason for these differences in behavior, as revealed by both the MRCI and the DFT methods, we examined, in cc-pVQZ DFT, the HOMO Kohn–Sham orbitals (cf. Figure 2) of both singlet and triplet states. This was done for both cases at the optimized O–O distances r = 2.6 Å (optimized at Z = −1 Å in the triplet case) and r = 3.8 Å (optimized at Z = −1.15 Å in the singlet case). These Z values were chosen based on a better visibility of these (r, Z) points in the r versus Z curves of Figure 1b and of the corresponding figure of ref 14.

Table 1. MRCI and DFT cc-pVQZ Charge Transfer through Mulliken Population Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Al1</th>
<th>Al2</th>
<th>Al3+Al4</th>
<th>O1+O2</th>
<th>HOMO–LUMO gap (Eh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>+0.45</td>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>+0.32</td>
<td>−0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>+0.40</td>
<td>+0.20</td>
<td>+0.26</td>
<td>−0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRCI</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>+0.70</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
<td>+0.57</td>
<td>−1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>+0.40</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>+0.60</td>
<td>−1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>+0.42</td>
<td>+0.20</td>
<td>+0.72</td>
<td>−1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>+0.30</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>+0.78</td>
<td>−1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>+0.31</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>+0.54</td>
<td>−1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
<td>+0.33</td>
<td>−0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>+0.48</td>
<td>+0.00</td>
<td>+0.26</td>
<td>−0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRCI</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>+0.72</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
<td>+0.55</td>
<td>−1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>+0.50</td>
<td>+0.12</td>
<td>+0.62</td>
<td>−1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>+0.71</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.71</td>
<td>−1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>−1.15</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>+0.26</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>+0.82</td>
<td>−1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>+0.37</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
<td>+0.56</td>
<td>−1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All1 is at the apex of the pyramid, Al2 is vertical to the projection of the O–O axis on the base of the pyramid, whereas Al3 and Al4 are parallel to the O–O axis, ± signify positive/negative charges. Distances are in angstroms. Z = −0.8 Å is the energy minimum, and the other positions Z = −1.0 Å and −1.15 Å are beyond equilibrium, where the O atoms have been separated. For the triplet HOMO/LUMO gap, in Eh, the two numbers correspond to “majority-/minority-spin”. In triplet, each second row shows the Mulliken spin density. For the large clusters, Al16O2 SCF values are given.
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As seen in the upper panel of Figure 2, (triplet at \( Z = -1.15 \) Å, optimum for triplet \( r = 2.6 \) Å), each O atom (red) forms a bonding HOMO orbital with mainly its neighboring “surface” Al atom (beige) in both the \( \text{Al}_4 \) (right) and \( \text{Al}_{16} \) clusters (left). However, for the singlet at the same geometry (second panel of Figure 2), as it is evident from the nodal surfaces between the atoms, the corresponding HOMO orbital is antibonding in both the \( \text{Al}_4 \) (right) and \( \text{Al}_{16} \) clusters (left). Also antibonding are the HOMO orbitals in both singlet (at \( Z = -1 \) Å, optimum for singlet \( r = 3.8 \) Å) and triplet at the same geometry, as seen in the two lower panels of Figure 2. (In singlet, at these positions, the first lower bonding orbital, \( 0.1 E_h \) deeper than HOMO, is HOMO-3). Therefore, the HOMO orbital is antibonding in all cases except in the majority-spin triplet, in which the separated O atoms form a bonding orbital binding mainly to the closest Al atoms of the lower pyramid base. To ascertain whether this behavior could be maintained around an Al(111) surface adatom, we expanded the pyramid base by adding 12 Al atoms in such a manner as to obtain a portion of an Al(111) surface consisting of 15 Al atoms: Indeed (cf. left panels of Figure 2), the HOMO orbital is antibonding in all cases (singlet and triplet) except in the minority-spin triplet, in which the separated O atoms (at the same \((r, Z)\) values as in the “pyramid” case) form a bonding HOMO orbital binding to only the “surface” atoms. Therefore, below the Al adatom, \( \text{O}_2 \) dissociates adsorbed to the surface Al atoms in the total spin triplet state, but it dissociates without binding to the surface Al atoms in the total spin singlet state, forming antibonding HOMO orbitals at both \( \text{Al}_4 \) and \( \text{Al}_{16} \) structures (cf. Figure 2).

To examine the charge transfer during the examined processes, we computed the Mulliken charge and spin distributions in the above cases. By using the 6-311+g* basis set at the above nonequilibrium positions, the O atoms in forming antibonding orbitals with the pyramid basis (“surface”) showed to be slightly positively charged, which was intuitively unexpected. To investigate the unexpected positive charge on oxygen, we repeated the same calculations in all important positions, using RAS configuration interaction (MRCI) with 20 electrons in 12 orbitals and cc-pVQZ basis. The Mulliken charges now were reasonable, so we believe that the cc-pVQZ calculations are more reliable than those of 6-311+g*, although the energy trends are similar. For this reason, we recalculated all important points by cc-pVQZ DFT. Table 1 shows the charge distributions on the atoms and the Mulliken spin density (in the triplet case) as well as the HOMO–LUMO gaps at the above geometries and at the lowest energy minimum of \( \text{Al}_1 \text{O}_2 \). From this Table, it is evident that for the singlet case at the minimum of \( \text{Al}_1 \text{O}_2 \) (\( Z \approx -0.8 \), \( r \approx 3.2 \) Å) there is some electron transfer from the pyramid side close to \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) (\( \text{Al}_1 \text{–} \text{Al}_3 \text{–} \text{Al}_4 \)). The \( \text{Al}_3 \) and \( \text{Al}_4 \) atoms are bound to the \( \text{O} \) atoms. Deeper, beyond the local minimum of the \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) separation, needing high incident energy, at \( Z = -1.00 \) Å, \( r = 3.8 \) Å (i.e., optimized \( r \) for the singlet), some electron charge leaves the pyramid basis (\( \text{Al}_2 \text{–} \text{Al}_3 \text{–} \text{Al}_4 \)). In \( \text{Al}_{16} \text{O}_2 \), at same positions as in the pyramid there is a similar behavior showing some electron transfer from the base of the pyramid.

The same Table shows that for the triplet \( \text{Al}_4 \text{O}_2 \) at the minimum (\( Z \approx -0.8 \), \( r \approx 3.2 \) Å), \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) binds at the same place as in singlet, but the apex \( \text{Al} \) seems to be slightly more reactive than in singlet. The total spin (2.0) is distributed as shown in Table 1. Contrary to free space \( \text{O}_2 \), \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) is not in triplet any more, indicating that a spin exchange between oxygen and the cluster is needed. Deeper (for higher incident energies), again beyond the local \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) minimum separation, at \( Z = -1.15 \) Å, \( r = 2.6 \) Å (i.e., optimized \( r \) for the triplet), we have a similar transfer. The \( \text{O} \) atoms are bound to \( \text{Al}_3 \) and \( \text{Al}_4 \), whereas the opposite \( \text{Al}_2 \) remains inactive. The total spin as shown in Table 1 is still distributed mainly around the apex \( \text{Al} \), the opposite \( \text{Al}_2 \), and to each of the \( \text{O} \) neighbors \( \text{Al}_3 \), \( \text{Al}_4 \), whereas \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) is essentially in singlet. Similarly, in \( \text{Al}_{16} \text{O}_2 \), there is also some electron transfer from the base of the pyramid. The \( \text{O} \) atoms are bound to the neighbors \( \text{Al}_3 \), \( \text{Al}_4 \) by minority-spin. The total spin is distributed mainly around the apex \( \text{Al} \) and slightly in other \( \text{Al} \) atoms, whereas the dissociated \( \text{O} \)–\( \text{O} \) is clearly in singlet. In the \( \text{Al}_1 \text{–} \text{O}_2 \) dissociation limit, \( \text{O}_2 \) is in triplet (\( ^3\text{QCISD} = -150.22 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \)) and \( \text{Al}_4 \) is in quintet (\( ^5\text{QCISD} = -968.06 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \)) almost degenerate with triplet (\( ^3\text{QCISD} = -968.06 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \)), whereas \( \text{O}_2 \) in singlet has energy \( ^1\text{QCISD} = -150.16 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \) and \( \text{Al}_4 \) has \( ^1\text{QCISD} = -968.05 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \). Therefore, in incoming, the ground state of the separated system is triplet (\( -1118.28 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \)), slightly lower than the singlet (\( -1118.28 \text{E}_{\text{h}} \)). Therefore, there is an adiabatic spin exchange when they interact as described above.

Figure 2. HOMO orbital, using cc-pVQZ basis set, of total spin triplet and singlet at \( \text{O}_2 \) \((r, Z)\) coordinates \((2.6, -1.15)\) and \((3.8, -1.00)\) in angstroms, interacting with \( \text{Al}_{16} \) cluster (left panels, SCF orbital) and \( \text{Al}_4 \) cluster (right panels, Kohn–Sham orbital). These coordinates were chosen well beyond the potential energy minimum of Figure 1 or of the corresponding figure for the triplet (cf. ref 14). At these geometries, the orbitals show that the dissociated \( \text{O} \) binds to the \( \text{Al} \) cluster only in total spin triplet state (the upper panel in which triplet is optimized). In all other panels (either singlet in optimized triplet’s position, or optimized singlet, or triplet in optimized singlet’s position), the HOMO orbitals are antibonding.
We also observed an energy reversal between CI and SCF (and DFT) and between singlet and triplet: At SCF level (and DFT), the ground state at equilibrium is triplet, whereas at CI level it is singlet. For the absolute minimum (m) \( Z = -0.8 \, \text{Å} \), as well as at the “triplet trend (t)” (O–O distance \( r = 2.6 \, \text{Å} \)), at SCF level, the triplet \( \langle \text{SCF}_m = -1117.55 \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{SCF}_t = -1117.26 \rangle \) (the upper prefix indicates the spin multiplicity) is lower than the singlet \( \langle \text{SCF}_s = -1117.52 \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{SCF}_s = -1117.25 \rangle \), whereas at CI level, as well as full-CI at the absolute minimum, the singlet \( \langle \text{MRCI}_m = -1118.22 \rangle \) is lower than the triplet \( \langle \text{MRCI}_t = -1118.20 \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{MRCI}_s = -1118.07 \rangle \). This is also in contradiction with the DFT results. At the “singlet trend (s)” \( (r = 3.8 \, \text{Å}) \), no energy reversal occurs between SCF \( \langle \text{SCF}_s = -1117.44 \rangle \) and CI \( \langle \text{MRCI}_s = -1118.13 \rangle \). It is clear that at equilibrium singlet is the ground state but forms an antibonding HOMO orbital, whereas triplet, which forms bonding HOMO orbital, is an excited state. Evidently the subject would need further investigation at the CI level.

It is interesting to contrast our findings with the results gained for the interaction of O2 with silicon clusters, which has been intensively studied in recent studies due to the importance of the O2–Si interaction in manufacturing of semiconductor devices. Of course Si as a semiconductor has a rather different electronic structure than the metal Al. Still, DFT calculations of the interaction of O2 with neutral Si clusters found that the dissociation of O2 on Si is hindered by a barrier of \( \sim 10 \, \text{kcal/mol} \). In another study, using the full potential linear muffin orbital (FP-LMTO) molecular dynamics method, this barrier was estimated to be \( \sim 19 \, \text{kcal/mol} \). Larger Si clusters showed, in general, a larger energy gain for O2 dissociative adsorption than the Si clusters. Still, the authors of this DFT study concluded that also for these larger, more reactive Si clusters a barrier toward dissociative adsorption should be overcome if spin conservation along the reaction path is considered. For positively charged Si clusters, it was found that large clusters are \( \sim 100 \) times less reactive toward O2 than most bulk silicon surfaces. Barriers have also been calculated in various stages of Al(100) + O2 reactions.

### CONCLUSIONS

We studied the behavior of O2 as it approaches the apex of a tetrahedral Al4 cluster in a total spin singlet state moving toward the base of the pyramid. A comparison with the behavior of the corresponding total spin triplet state was made. We also expanded the pyramid base by adding 12 more Al atoms around it in a surface Al(111) arrangement, to check that the important electronic characteristics are maintained.

In both spin states, there is a low barrier above the apex Al1, a narrow local energy minimum just below the apex, and a binding minimum even deeper below the apex, where O–O binds dissociatively. Below this, the energy increases differently: In triplet, the O–O distance decreases, maintaining one bonding orbital of each with Al atoms belonging to the pyramid base (HOMO), whereas, in singlet, the O–O distance increases, forming all antibonding O–Al orbitals that might lead to complete O–O dissociation at higher collision energies.

Although O–O binds essentially at the same place below the apex Al1 in both the singlet and triplet cases, the spin distributions differ significantly. As O2 moves deeper toward the pyramid base, the O atoms attract electronic charge mainly from the pyramid base, whereas simultaneously they tend to become spinless (singlet). This seems to be achieved by exchanging, through binding, their free-space stable “parallel spin” electrons (triplet in the free space O2) with the Al cluster’s “antiparallel spin” electrons. This state has been obtained adiabatically. In other words, it seems that in triplet, while binding, the two “parallel” electrons of O2 are exchanged adiabatically with two “antiparallel” electrons of the cluster. We do not expect that this state could be obtained by a quick diabatic process but rather O–O would, diabatically, stay in triplet during collision. If this electron exchange is indeed unfavorable by quick diabatic processes during collision, then we believe that the inability for quick electron transfer, required for binding in triplet, might contribute to the observed dissociative adsorption hindrance. On the contrary, because the ground state of O2 is triplet, the fact that in total singlet O–O dissociates near an Al adatom via antibonding orbitals might, in principle, be thought to contribute to reducing the sticking probability.

The fact that there is a barrier for O2 dissociative adsorption at the apex of a Al4 cluster both in total spin triplet and singlet state at the DFT hybrid functional and the MRCI level indicates that the presence of this barrier is not an artifact of a particular spin state. Hence the absence of any barrier in periodic DFT calculations for O2/Al(111) could be a consequence of the functional used in these calculations that did not contain any exact exchange. The barrier might also be a consequence of the special geometry with the dissociation occurring at a protruding Al atom. This has to be checked in more detail, although it has to be noted that typically protruding atoms exhibit a higher reactivity. Still, the significant differences in the energetics and the electronic structure between the total triplet and total singlet calculations confirm that the spin state plays an important role in the dissociative adsorption process of O2 on aluminum clusters and should also not be neglected in an analysis of O2 adsorption on aluminum surfaces. The ground state at equilibrium is singlet, and the lowest singlet is achieved by incoming free triplet O2 to a free triplet cluster. Because at the binding total triplet the apex Al1 accumulates significant spin density (close to 1) leaving the base “surface” singlet, whereas O–O is spinless (singlet) at equilibrium, we conclude that the binding occurs between a singlet surface and a singlet incoming O2 in agreement with spin nonpolarized DFT calculations.

Therefore, to our understanding, the hindrance is rather not due to a potential barrier but due to the fact that in the ground state (singlet), beyond equilibrium, the separated O–O forms antibonding orbitals with the surface. For O2 to stay bound (by bonding orbitals), it ought to undergo diabatically an excitation to singlet by spin flipping, which cannot occur spontaneously during collision; to increase the sticking probability, free O2 must be prepared (excited) in singlet before incidence. Such cases would, in principle, require computations of excited states. We have elaborated a variational principle for excited states not demanding orthogonality to lower-lying states of the same symmetry type.
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